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Synopsis 
Henry James，an American and British canonical writer in the late 19th 
century, is a master in international theme about an innocent American lured 
and finally betrayed by Europe. His masterpiece The Portrait of a Lady is the 
representative work of this international theme. More than half a century later, 
a Chinese woman writer, Eileen Chang, wrote a novel, Incense Brunt: the First 
Offering that is similar to James’s novel in subject matter, plot and 
characterization. My thesis attempts to explore why the two writers’ novels are 
similar in spite of their different cultural and national background. 
Imperial discourse had an overwhelming power in the 19th and early 20th 
century. Even the so-called apolitical writers such as James and Chang cannot 
avoid being influenced by colonial discourse on the issues of sexual and 
cultural discrimination reflected in their novels The Portrait of a Lady and 
Incense Burnt: the First Offering. In fact, these two novels illustrate the 
conflict between the dominant and the subordinate, conflicts typical to colonial 
discourse and deal with the means of decolonization.  
This thesis focuses on the issues of decolonization, sexual and cultural 
identities revealed in these two novels and it consists of three chapters, an 
introduction, and a conclusion. The introduction outlines those terms of 
contemporary theory used for my analysis (self/other, gender, race and etc.) 
and briefly explains how they apply the study of these two novels. Detailed 
analysis, together with specific examples, is to be found in the subsequent 
chapters. 
The first chapter deals with James’s and Chang’s biographies and writing 
careers connected with the cross-cultural context. To contextualize their novels 
The Portrait of a Lady and Incense Burnt: the First Offering as post-colonial 













novels are discursively constructed by the colonial background, the thesis 
starts with a discussion of their positions as the other in colonial discourse. 
Chapter two analyzes the conflict dichotomy between the dominant and the 
subordinate and proceeds to explore the similarities of plot, characterization 
and subject matter between the two novels. 
Chapter three discusses how James and Chang try to dismantle 
colonialism in different ways. James and Chang comprehend nationalism in 
different ways because of their different gender identities. This is expressed by 
the different images of the two female protagonists and of houses in the two 
novels created by the two writers. The discussion of the distinctions between 
the two novels shows that literary representation as both product and reaction 
to colonial discourse has never been an embodiment of steady, clear, or 
definite relationships between the colonizer and the colonized. 
The conclusion, by comparing the different status of James and Chang in 
mainstream literary criticism, reveals the fact that the impact of Western 
imperialist ideology is still powerful in post-colonial era and raises the 
question whether subaltern groups may be able to challenge the 
patriarchal-colonial discourse and speak in their own voice.  
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This dissertation is an exploration of the impact of imperial discourse on 
the issues of sexual and cultural discrimination reflected in Henry James’s The 
Portrait of a Lady and Eileen Chang’s Incense Burnt: the First Offering1. I 
shall suggest that even apolitical writers such as James and Chang can neither 
eliminate the impact of colonial discourse nor avoid the subject of 
decolonization in their writings. The two writers’ different reactions to 
nationalism reveal the different processes and means of decolonization in 
America and China. 
I have chosen to use terms specific to contemporary theory (self/other, 
gender, race and etc.) in my discussion of decolonization, and sexual and 
cultural identities. The first part of the introduction outlines these terms and 
explains how they relate to the study of the novels. Detailed analysis, together 
with specific examples, is to be found in the subsequent chapters. 
Both PL and FO were written in the imperial and colonial context in 
response to imperial discourse. This discourse creates a sharp contrast between 
the male and the female, between the cultivated and the savage, and between 
the occidental and the oriental. My dissertation will explore the similarities of 
subject matter, plot, and characterization as well as the distinctions of 
symbolic representations between these two novels by using relevant theories 
of feminism and post-colonialism. The following part will explain briefly the 
binary opposition between the self and the other on which feminist and 
post-colonial theories are developed.   
Binary Opposition between the self and the other in Colonial Discourse  
                                                        
1 For convenience, in the following part of my thesis, I will use abbreviations PL to refer to The Portrait 
of a Lady and FO for Incense Burnt: the First Offering, for these two novels will be cited frequently in 
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Colonial discourse is a system of statement that emerges at the very 
advent of European imperialism, a system that includes complex signs and 
practices that organize social existence and social reproduction within colonial 
relationships. In this system, European colonizers dominate society by 
imposing their knowledge, disciplines, and values upon the colonized. In order 
to distinguish the colonizer from the colonized, colonial discourse defines the 
colonizer as the civilized and superior “self” and represents the colonized as 
the primitive and inferior “other”. Therefore the binary opposition between the 
self and the other becomes fundamental to colonial discourse. 
In general, the other is anyone who is distinct from one’s self. The 
existence of the other is crucial in defining what is “normal” and locating 
one’s own place in the world. Although the terms, the self and the other, are 
used extensively in existentialist philosophy to define and illustrate the process 
of creating self-awareness and ideas of identity, the definition of the term as 
used in current feminist theory and post-colonial theory is rooted in the 
Freudian and post-Freudian analysis of the formation of subjectivity, most 
notably in the work of the psychoanalyst and cultural theorist Jacques Lacan. 
Lacan’s use of the term involves a distinction between the “Other” and the 
“other”, which appears a bit confusing. But this distinction can be very useful 
in both feminism theory and post-colonial theory.  
In Lacan’s theory, the other — with the lower case “o” — designates “the 
other” who resembles the self, which the child discovers when he or she looks 
in the mirror and becomes aware of itself as a separate being. When the child 
sees in the mirror his or her image, which bears sufficient resemblance to the 
child to be recognized, and which must also be different enough to ground the 
child’s hope for an “anticipated mastery”, this fiction of mastery will become 
the basis of ego. Apparently the image of the “other” is essential in defining 















other, it would not exist in its distinctness. Therefore the two terms are 
relatively connected. The image of the other leads to the creation of the self 
while without the other there is no self either.  
The “Other”—with the capitalized “O”—has been called the great Other 
by Lacan, in whose gaze the subject gains identity. The symbolic Other is not a 
real interlocutor but can be embodied in other subjects such as the mother or 
the father that may represent it. Fundamentally the Other is crucial to the 
subject’s identity because the subject exists in its gaze. Lacan says that “all 
desire is the metonym of the desire to be” (165), because the first desire is the 
desire to exist in the gaze of the Other. 
In the 19th century, the split between the self and the other became central 
to the westerner’s concepts of the boundary between male and female, 
between the occidental and the oriental. The 19th-century Western Europe saw 
the reshaping and intensifying of a range of social boundaries and differences. 
This process involved the emergence of clearer distinctions between the 
female and the male, and among different ethnic or cultural groups. In regard 
to gender, this means sharper male and female distinctions within families and 
in terms of international interaction, the growth of world system based on 
European economic, political, and cultural dominance helped westerners have 
more contact with non-westerners and form a sense of Western superiority, 
success, and confidence as opposed to difficulties, defeats and doubts of 
non-European countries and societies. Feminist and post-colonial theories 
employ the concepts of the self and the other to combat such sexual and racial 
discrimination. 
In feminist theory, the concepts of the self and the other are frequently 
invoked to explain the separation of the masculine and the feminine in the 
19th-century perceptions of the world. In the infamous list of binary 
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“Activity/Passivity, Sun/Moon, Culture/Nature, Intelligible/Sensitive” 
oppositions (Cixous 63), women are defined by passivity and rendered 
non-existent as a subject as an agent of action. And “[w]hat is left is 
unthinkable, unthought of” (64). 
This patriarchal discourse, defining women as lesser beings, is a mode of 
thought in which man is taken as the norm and the ideal. The woman is his 
defining “other”, the being who validates his importance because of her 
differences from him. Modern feminist theory began as a critique of such 
stereotypical images of femininity presented in literary texts. As Simon de 
Beauvoir points out, “man defines woman not in herself but as relative to 
him.” According to her, “she is not regarded as an autonomous being… she is 
defined and differentiated with reference to man and not he with reference to 
her,” so that “she is the incidental, the inessential, ‘the other’ as opposed to his 
essential”, “the subject, the absolute”(16). That is to say woman is a myth, an 
object of male fantasy created out the minds of male subject who represents 
her as it suits his purpose, as an object within his fantasy. 
In this unequal relation between the male and the female, women develop 
their identities not according to their own wills but under the gaze of dominant 
culture constructed by male, the great Other. Beauvoir argues that “in women 
dressed and adorned, nature is present but under restraint, by human will be 
remolded nearer to man’s desire.” She continues, “a woman is rendered more 
desirable to the extent that nature is more highly developed in her and more 
rigorously confined: it is the ‘sophisticated’ woman who has always been the 
ideal erotic object” (174-5). Simone de Beauvoir discovers that woman is the 
object of obsessive looking, usually, but not exclusively. Women, when being 
concerned with their own images, engage in looking themselves and at other 
women in order to measure up to the image of the other in men’s imagination. 















This concentration on images of femininity, however, is potentially destructive. 
It limits the female subject to the status of object and it makes ideal images 
often incongruent with reality, and turns them into powerful ideological tools 
for the control of women who have been devalued.  
The notion of the other and the self are also used in depicting and 
defining the concept of “the Orient”. In colonial discourse, oriental societies, 
like the female in patriarchal systems, are marginalized and identified as 
different from the occidental society. The colonized subject is characterized as 
the other, characterized by primitivism and cannibalism. In contrast, the 
colonizer is identified as natural and cultivated. These positions establish the 
binary opposition between the colonizer and the colonized. In this process of 
identity formation the colonized subject gains a sense of his or her identity as 
somehow “other”, dependent, because it is continually located in the gaze of 
the imperial Other, the great Other, which in the theory of post-colonialism, 
can be compared to the imperial center, imperial discourse, or the empire itself. 
Under the gaze of this Other, colonized subjects may be interpellated by the 
ideology of the maternal and of the nurturing function of the colonizing power, 
concurring with descriptions such as “mother England” and “Home”. 
On the other hand, the Symbolic Other may be represented in the Father. 
Inducted in this significance and enforced dominance of the imperial language, 
colonial subjects will be given a clear sense of power of the colonizer, a 
situation corresponding metaphorically to the subject’s entrance into the 
Symbolic order and the discovery of the Law of the Father. The ambivalence 
of colonial discourse lies in the fact that both these processes of “othering”2 
occur at the same time, the colonial subject being both a “child” of empire and 
                                                        
2 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak coins the term “othering” to describe a process by which imperial 
discourse creates its others in order to appropriate its colonial subjects and at the same time reiterate its 
imperial Other. (Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty. “The Rani of Simur” in Europe and Its Others Vol.1 
Proceedings of the Essex Conference on the Sociology of Literature.Ed. Francis Baker et al. Colchester: 
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a primitive and degraded subject of imperial discourse. As has been mentioned, 
the distinction between the “other” and the “Other” illustrates not only the 
contradiction but also the connection between the other and the self, since they 
are relatively connected. The construction of the dominant imperial Other 
occurs at the same time when the colonial other comes into being. In this 
process of “othering”, the empire defines itself against those it colonizes.  
It can be seen that women and non-Europeans are treated in the same way 
as the other in patriarchal-colonial discourse. The experiences of women 
parallel those of colonized subjects in a number of ways. Both patriarchy and 
imperialism exert analogous forms of domination over those they render 
subordinate. Therefore both feminist and post-colonial politics oppose such 
dominance and offers mutually enlightening strategies of resistance. The 
interaction between feminism and post-colonialism, nevertheless, also sheds 
light on the question of the double colonization of women. Since colonialism 
operates very differently for women and for men, when women are colonial 
subjects, they have to combat discrimination from both the colonial and the 
patriarchal Other. Therefore in the process of decolonization, women have to 
seek their own ways to change their position as the subordinate in the 
patriarchal-colonial systems. 
Henry James, Eileen Chang, and Colonial Discourse 
My thesis is divided into three chapters. The first chapter deals with 
James’s and Chang’s living experience and writing careers that are connected 
with cross-cultural context. To contextualize their novels PL and FO as 
post-colonial writings typified by colonial discourse and to reveal the way in 
which their novels are discursively constructed by the colonial background, 
the dissertation starts with a discussion of their positions as the other in 
colonial discourse. Chapter two analyzes the conflict dichotomy between the 















characterization and subject matter between the two novels. The presence of 
colonial discourse in PL and FO thus becomes apparent. 
Chapter three discusses how James and Chang try to dismantle 
colonialism in different ways. Since colonialism is based on gender and racial 
bias, and anti-colonial nationalism both conform to and conflict with 
colonialism, nationalism can not be free from the impact of this masculine bias. 
It, for example, represents native women as the subordinate in the process of 
decolonization. James and Chang comprehend nationalism in different ways 
because of their different gender identities. They create different images of 
women and houses in PL and FO. The discussion of these distinctions between 
the two novels shows that literary representation as both product of and 
reaction to colonial discourse is not an embodiment of steady, clear or definite 
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Chapter One: Experience as the other in Colonial Discourse 
Despite the two writers’ different racial, cultural and gender background, 
James’s and Chang’s living experiences similarly define them as the other in 
colonial discourse, because their native cultures, both American and Chinese, 
are marginalized in colonial discourse as a result of Euro-centrism. Exposed in 
the gaze of the colonizer (or ex-colonial master), both James and Chang 
experience cultural discrimination and identity crisis. This is reflected in their 
novels and critical essays. The first part of this chapter explores the “other” 
position of American and Chinese cultures. The second part addresses the 
problem related to James’s and Chang’s identity of otherness revealed in their 
writings.  
1.1 Euro-centrism and Cultural Discrimination 
Euro-centrism is constructed in a conscious or unconscious process in 
which Europe establishes its subject as the normal, the natural or the universal 
by differentiating itself from the non-European other. The first and most potent 
example of Euro-centrism, as Jose Rabasa explains, is the specific project of 
constructing the Mercator Atlas, a project that favored the European temperate 
zones in its distribution of size. In other words, the map of the world is not 
merely an objective outline of discovered continents, but an “ideological or 
mythological reification of space”, which opens up the territories of the world 
to domination and appropriation (360). The “world” only acquires meaning 
after different regions have been appropriated and colonized by Europeans. 
Europe then becomes the arbiter of spatial and cultural meaning and 
marginalizes colonized territories as subordinate supporting parts supplying 














Chapter One: Experience as the other in Colonial Discourse 
In this world map illustrative of Euro-centrism, there are two types of 
European colonies: settler colonies and colonies of occupation. Nigeria and 
India are examples of colonies of occupation, where indigenous people remain 
in the majority but are administered by a foreign power. Colonial Hong Kong 
also belongs to this kind. Examples of settler colonies include Argentina, 
Australia, Canada, and the United States, where, over time, the invading 
Europeans annihilate, displace or marginalize the indigenes to become a 
majority non-indigenous population. Because of their different degrees of 
intimacy with European colonies, colonial masters impose different policies of 
cultural discrimination on these two types of colonies.  
Culture, as anthropologist Nicholas Dirks defined in the anthropological 
sense, is “the congeries of values, beliefs, practices, and discourses that have 
come to carry the force of nature” (2). Since different countries develop 
distinctive sets of values, beliefs, practices, and discourses, the concept of 
culture is connected from its beginnings with the definitions of different races. 
And the term “culture” is always a way of giving meaning and value to 
sameness and difference, for example, those between culture and nature, 
culture and civilization, and culture and anarchy. Said has defined culture as 
being “invented for difference” in particular. He points out that “culture is a 
concept that includes a refining and elevating element, each society’s reservoir 
of the best that has been known and thought.” According to Said, “[i]n time, 
culture comes to be associated, often aggressively, with some degree of” 
xenophobia (xii-xiii).  
Therefore the term culture always contains marked differences and 
becomes a set of symbols to differentiate one nation from another. Racism has 
always been an integral part of it. Thus in colonial discourse, settler colonies 
such as America, are classified after all Anglo-Saxon as the Second World, 
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